
 
 

 

 

 

 

Joining WKO Frequently Asked Questions: 

 

I am a member of another association can I join WKO? 

Answer: Yes not an issue at all  

 

Are there any joining fees? 

Answer: No there are no joining or admin fees 

 

I am a current grade black belt will you recognise my current dan grade? 

Answer: Yes we will recognise your current dan grade 

 

Will you progress me to the next level dan grade 

Answer: Yes we will support you in progressing to the next level dan grade 

 

All my member have current licences with another association will they have to buy new ones straight away? 

Answer: No WKO will honour their current licences until they expire, then just renew them as WKO members 

 

Can I grade my own students 

Answer: Yes all instructors can grade their own students 

 

Can my students attend WKO gradings? 

Answer: Yes all are welcome to attend 

 

What interference will WKO have within my club? 

Answer: None we are here to support you not interfere  

 

 

 



 
How long does insurance last? 

Answer: Both instructor and member insurance last for 1 year from the date of purchase 

 

Does WKO insurance cover training and competing? 

Answer: Yes  

 

Can my member compete on none WKO events? 

Answer: Yes but we recommend that you ensure that they are appropriately insured also  

 

Can we purchase WKO certificates for our members? 

Answer: Yes certificates are available for all grades  

 

Are teaching qualifications available? 

Answer: Yes we have varied levels of coaching and teaching qualifications 

 

Can I join as an association? 

Answer: Yes both clubs and associations can join WKO and also maintain their identities  

 

Can I get my DBS through WKO? 

Answer: Yes we offer a DBS service 

 

What does WKO do with all the monies earned? 

Answer: WKO continually invest in the sport, which is the reason WKO events are way ahead of all others, by 

becoming a WKO club you allow us to both continue what we are doing and invest more moving forwards. 

 

How do I join WKO 

Answer: Click the below link, and complete the online application form: 

WKO - Club / Instructor Application Form  
 

  

 

  

https://forms.gle/rP3w2kvs6FoMUUxb6

